
 

 
 
 

 

 

Mosaic acquisition with the Leica CSU-W1 spinning disk 

The ScanSlide Module 
 

The Leica CSU-W1 spinning disk system enables imaging of large areas based on 2D or 3D 
mosaic acquisition and stitching processes.  

The ScanSlide Module gives access to the following mosaic options: 

- 2D or 3D acquisition, Z-stack definition available 
- ZStream option for fast Z-stack recording 
- Easy selection of the scan area, scan only the useful delimited zone 
- Timelapse option: mosaic scans can be repeated in loops 
- Multiple mosaics definition (multiple positions) 
- Focus map option to define a focus surface allowing control of the focus during 

large mosaic acquisition. 
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1. Start a ScanSlide experiment 
 
As a reminder, the procedure to start the system can be found in the Spinning disk Leica CSU-
W1 user guide (http://ici.igbmc.fr/users-guide-1/). 
 

Run the Metamorph Software 

 

The whole Mosaic acquisition will use the Scan Slide and StartScanSlide modules (no need the 
usual MultiDimensional Acquisition MDA module). 

 

Activate the Scan Slide module (in the left Toolbar).  

This module will be only used to set the wavelengths to acquire and to access the “live” mode. 

- Set the number of wavelengths you need for your experiment 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Scan Slide Module 

LaserPower 

Continuous 
scanning 

http://ici.igbmc.fr/users-guide-1/
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- Set the exposure time for each wavelength.  
- Set the laser power in the dedicated laser lines window.  
- Click Live for continuous scanning and check your signal; same button to Stop scanning. 

Snap (snapshot acquisition) is also available. Settings (sequence of wavelengths, binning, 
and exposure times) can be saved. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 It is essential to select the good magnification!  
For proper stitching, mosaic acquisitions load calibration parameters for the stage 
displacement and angle of rotation of the camera. This calibration* has been precisely done 
for each objective.  

 

 
*After acquisition, if the stitching exhibits defects, that is to say that the calculation fails to 
correctly align the tiles, that means that the calibration is not good and has to be redone.  
Steps to run the calibration is detailed in appendix 1 at the end of the user guide. 

Continuous 
scanning Snapshot Save Settings 

Magnification  
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2. Set the whole ScanSlide experiment 

To set the whole mosaic experiment, open the StartScanSlide module (in the left Toolbar). 

This new window will allow you to define your mosaic experiment (Area to scan, TimeLapse 
loop, Zseries, reconstruction).  

For the next steps, it is convenient to organize the 3 useful windows (Live Window, ScanSlide 
Window and ZScanSlide Window) as show above. This allow an easy access to all the useful 
functions and buttons. 

 

2.1. Define the Scan Area for Preview 
 

Two options:  

-    Scan around center  

The center will be the current position of the stage. 

Define the Nx and Ny number of tiles to acquire from the current position. A red grid appears 
in the ZScanSlide window showing the area to scan. Each square element in the grid 
correspond to a field of view with precise coordinates.  

Right clicking in a square element of the grid will move the stage to the designated position. 

The current position appears as a blue delimited square in the grid. 

Live  

StartScanSlide  

ScanSlide  

ZScanSlide  
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With Live On for continuous scanning (ScanSlide window), you are able to navigate inside 
the defined scan area by right clicking in different part inside the grid, adjust the focus if 
necessary, laser power, exposure time if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Scan area definition by recording Top, Bottom, and Left, Right and/or corner coordinates 

 

Deactivate the “Scan around center “. 

In “live” mode, move the stage to find the limit 
positions for your scanning area and click on the 
corresponding arrow to save it.  

Grey arrows turn to “green” when a coordinate is 
saved. The number of tiles appears in the middle. 

Several way to define a complete area: 

- record the four Top, Left, Bottom and Right borders,  
- record two opposite corners (clicking a corner automatically saved the adjacent 

border i.e. TopLeft automatically activated TopLeft corner + Top and Left borders),  
- click a mix of convenient borders and corners depending the shape of your sample. 

Add the scan job in the list 

Delete the selected scan Job 

 
ZOption : Focus map access 

Scan around center ON 

 Tile Number X axis 

 Tile Number Y axis 

Grid showing the mosaic format / 
preview zone   

  Run a preview scan 

Automatic stitching after 
acquisition   

Top 

Bottom 

Right Left 

TopLeft TopRight 

BottomLeft BottomRight 

Click to GoTo 

Add  

Delete  

« Area to 
scan » list  

  Prescan 
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When all the coordinates needed to define a complete area are saved, all arrows appear 
“green”.  

Right click on a “green saved” coordinate will delete the coordinate, so you can move again 
and update it with a new coordinate. 

To check the zone, four convenient coordinates with a GoTo action are available. Just click on 
the xL, yT, xR, yB button to GoTo the saved position. 

When ready, click the + button to add the scan area in the job list.  

 

 
2.2. Run the preview acquisition and define the area to acquire 

Select a scan Job in the area list, then click Prescan. 

A preview image will appear in the red grid of the ZscanSlide window. The same preview image 
also appears in a Metamorph image Window that you can manipulated as usual:  change 
LookUpTable, bit range to adjust the display contrast, zoom in etc.   

If several scan job added in the list, you have to manually select and run the prescan for each 
item. Then you will be able to navigate between the different scan areas and access to the 
preview by selecting the desired scan job in the list. 

 

Note:  for acquisition of the preview image, the parameters are automatically changed to 
allow fast scanning and to avoid too much bleaching of the sample: 

- Laser power decreased by a factor 2 
- Binning 2x2 
- Exposure time divided by a factor 4 (minimal exposure time at 50 msec). 

Preview non stitched image 
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As expected for a preview, the image doesn’t exhibit a nice resolution and signal to noise ratio, 
but usually this is sufficient to precisely define the area to acquire. If not, the prescan default 
parameters can be changed (see Appendix 2 to access the hidden parameters). 

 

From the preview, select the area to scan - different ways: 

 

a- Deselect the tiles that you don’t want to acquire:  

 

by simply clicking in the grid, you can deselect the 
tile that you don’t want to scan (replaced by a 
background image in the result stitched image). 

  keep only the area that contain information 

 gain time by scan only the interesting zone 

The unselected tiles will appear red hatched. 

 

 

 

A blue square indicates the current stage position. Click right in the grid to move the stage. 
Activate “Live” mode to have a look and check your signal. 

 

b- Select the surface to scan by drawing a ROI  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Red hatches  no acquisition 

1 -ROI draw  

Erase ROI  

Blue square  current stage  position 

2 - Polygone tool 

3 - draw 
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You can manually select the area to scan by drawing a polygonal ROI in the preview image. 

Steps: 

1- In the ZscanSlide window, click on the blue pen icon (below the Prescan button); 
the blue pen disappears, a + green button appears, waiting that you add the ROI, 
2- In the Metamorph drawing Toolbar, select the Polygon tool, 
3- In the Preview Image Window, draw a polygon around the zone that you want 
to acquire 
4- When done, In the ZscanSlide window add the polygon ROI (click on the + 
button) 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The software automatically defines the tile to keep active for the scan, that is to say, the tiles 
that contain the ROI delimited zones. The other tiles are automatically deselected for the scan, 
so appear red hatched. 
At this point, you can again decide to manually select or deselect tiles. 
 
 If you don’t need a ZStack (section2.4) or focus map definition (Section 2.5), you are ready to 
set the Z before acquisition.  

 
 

2.3. Set the Z (current focus position) or define a Zstack  
 

When the area is defined, switch to the Z series section.  

By default, the piezoZ Stage (ASI PiezoZ) is active for the control of the Z position. 

 

Add ROI 
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a- Single plane acquisition - Set the Z position before running the scan 

- adjust the Z focus on live – right click inside the preview grid to move the stage in 
the defined scan area. Check or adjust the Zpiezo. The current Zpiezo position 
appears in the currentZ box.  

- Check that the step number N Steps is 1 (no Zstack) 
- Validate the currentZ to use for the scan by clicking the Yellow arrow 
- Select a folder for the data and Start the scan acquisition (go to 2.4 for more details 

to run the mosaic acquisition)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b- Z stack acquisition – Z around current Position 

 

- For a Z around current Position acquisition, adjust the Z focus on live – right click 
inside the preview grid to move the stage in the defined scan area. Check or adjust 
the Zpiezo. The current Zpiezo position appears in the currentZ box.  

- Enter the Z range (µm) and the Z step (µm); the number of steps N steps to run will 
be automatically calculated. 

- Validate the currentZ to use for the scan by clicking the Yellow arrow. 
- Activate the Z stream option for fast Z stream scanning if you want. 
- Select a folder for the data and Start the scan acquisition (go to 2.4 for more details 

to run the mosaic acquisition) 
 

Current Z position 

Validate Z settings 

Step number 
 Piezo Stage active  

Run the acquisition        Select a folder        

AutoReconstruction ON 
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c- Z stack acquisition – Top and Bottom ZStack definition 

- Deactivate the Z around current button. 
- Adjust the Z focus on live; right click inside the preview grid to move the stage in 

the defined scan area. Set ZTop and Set ZBottom positions. 
- Enter the Z step (µm); the number of steps N steps to run will be automatically 

calculated. 
- Validate the Zstack definition to use for the scan by clicking the Yellow arrow. 
- Activate the Z stream option for fast Z stream scanning if you want. 
- Select a folder for the data and Start the scan acquisition (go to 2.4 for more details 

to run the mosaic acquisition). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Current Z position 

Validate Z settings 

Step number 

 Piezo Stage active  

Run the acquisition        Select a folder        

Z Stream ON 

Z  range 

Z step 

Select a folder        

Z Stream ON 

AutoReconstruction ON 

Set Z Top 

 Set Z Bottom 

 

Validate Z settings 

 Piezo Stage active  

AutoReconstruction ON 
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d- Acquisition using a focus map  

If the sample is not plane, you can define a focus map to keep the sample in focus during the 
scan. This needs at least three Z pos to be set inside the scan area. Z positions for the other 
points will be interpolated from theses 3 positions.  

- Put On the ZOption Button, 
- In theZscanSlide window, right click in a zone of interest to move the stage at this 

position, 
- In “live” mode, adjust the focus, 
- Validate the Z pos by clicking the Set As Zcenter Button. 
- Set two others Z position (right click to move, adjust Z, Set as Zcenter) 

 

 

 
Once the Z position has been set for 3 different points inside the preview, the focus map is 
calculated over the preview surface from these 3 points and a table “Z interpolated values” 
appears:  

 
The green squares in the table correspond to the 3 
tiles where the Z pos has been set.  
Just click in the table to move the stage to the 
corresponding position. In Live you can check if the 
focus is well adjusted. If no, you can change it. The Z 
value will be updated and the Z interpolated values 
will be calculated again. 

ZOptions ON 
Set Z 

Live Window 

 Adust the Z pos 

 

 

Right click to  
choose 3 points 

Validate Z settings 
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- You can set a Zstack  (Z around current) if needed. The current position will be the 
Z Pos in the table. 

- When finished, validate the Z settings to use for the scan by clicking the Yellow 
arrow in the ZScanSlide Window. 

- Select a folder for the data and Start the scan acquisition (go to 2.4 for more details 
to run the mosaic acquisition). 

 
 

2.4. Run the Mosaic Acquisition  
 

To run the mosaic acquisition, in the ZScanSlide Window: 
 

- Define an empty folder where the images for each tile will be stored (if the selected 
folder is not empty, the software will ask if you want to overwrite) 

- If Autoreconstruct is ON , the stitching will be automatically run after acquisition 
- Once the folder is created, the Start button becomes active, you can click and Start 

the mosaic acquisition. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

AutoStitching ON 

Run the acquisition                     Select a folder        
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A folder named “acquisition” is automatically created and will contain the raw acquired datas.  
If several jobs in the scan list, multiposition acquisition will be performed. 
If a Time Lapse has been set, the acquisition will be looped. 
 
Note: Reconstruction of mosaic image is quite long. However, the acquisition process takes 
priority.  
That’s means that 

-  the planned acquisition will be carried out even if the reconstruction process is still in 
progress,   

- you can set and run a new acquisition even if a reconstruction process is still in 
progress. 
 

 
2.5. Reconstruction / stitching the images 
 

If the Autorecon. Button is ON in the Set Area or Z series Window, the images will be 
automatically stitched following acquisition. 
The list of reconstruction jobs appears in the Window.  
A message will inform the user if a reconstruction job is “in progress”. I this case, you will have 
the choice to stop the process and to run it later. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To manually run a reconstruction, just click on the + and add the folders containing raw datas 
to process. Then Start the reconstruction job.  

A delete option is available x. 

Add a reconstruction job 

Delete a reconstruction job 
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The resulting stitched images are automatically saved in the folder created for the 
acquisition. 

Overlap 10 % is the default setting used for acquisition (don’t change this value). 

 Changing the zoom will rescale the image (not recommanded). 

Enhanced stitching can give a better result in some situations (but the calculus will take a 
longer time). 

When a job is finished the stitched images are displayed. 
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Appendix 1 

How to perform the calibration for tile scan acquisitions 

 

As mentioned in the section 1, the calibration if essential for ScanSlide experiment. 

For proper stitching, mosaic acquisitions load calibration parameters for the stage 
displacement and angle of rotation of the camera.  
This calibration must be precisely done for each objective.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

After acquisition, if the stitching exhibits defects, that is to say that the calculation fails to 
correctly align the tiles, that means that the calibration is not good and has to be redone.  
 
Ideally, the calibration should be done using a calibration slide, using the perfectly defined 
pattern to precisely positon the stage: 

   
 
Alternatively you can run the calibration on your sample if possible to find a precisely defined 
structure.  

Objective / Magnification  
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Steps to run the calibration: 
 
1- Select the objective, and ensure that the magnification is the good one in the Metamorph 
Window and in the “main” Scan Slide Window.  
 
 
2- In the ScanSlide Window menu, 
select the “Calibration “ Option. 
 
 Click the Calibrate button. 
 
 
 
 
 
3- Select the option  
“Use live mode to position objects for calibration “. 
 
Click Next and follow the instructions: 
 
 
 A- Move the stage so that a clearly defined object is in the region 
Below we moved the stage so that the top and left border of a precisely defined circular shape 
go precisely into contact with the top and the left ROI borders. 

 

 

contact 

Precisely position an object 
inside the ROI,  

then click Next. 
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When position is OK, click Next. 

The software automatically moves the region in X and Y directions, then it ask you to move 
again the stage to place back the reference object in the previous position. It is essential to 
be as precise as possible. 

 

B- Move the stage so that the same object is in the new region 

The software automatically moves the stage, then it ask to place back the region at the same 
position than the reference.  

 

C- Adjust the region so it is on the same object

 

 

Move to place the same object 
exactly at the same position 
than the reference 

Then click next 

 

th  li k N t  

reference object  

Move the region to perfectly 
match the reference  

then click Next. 
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After this step, the software calculates the correlation of the 
object positions…. 

 

When done, the software ask you to move again the region. 

 

D- Move the region up and down so to match the reference  

 

 

The calibration is now complete. Parameters for the angle of the camera has been determined 
and will be taken into account for the stitching calculus. 

 

It is not necessary to save these parameters. They are automatically saved in the Metamorph 
defaults settings when you will exit Metamorph. They will be loaded automatically for the 
calibrated objective.  

Calibration has to be performed for all the objectives used for stitching applications. 
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Appendix 2 

ZScan Slide Hidden Parameters  

 

For acquisition of the preview image, the parameters are automatically changed to allow fast 
scanning and to avoid too much bleaching of the sample: 

- Laser power decreased by a factor 2 
- Binning 2x2 
- Exposure time divided by a factor 4 (minimal exposure time at 50 msec). 

As expected for a preview, the image doesn’t exhibit a nice resolution and signal to noise ratio, 
but usually this is sufficient to precisely define the area to acquire. If not, the prescan default 
parameters can be changed. 

 With the ZScanSlide Window active,pPressing Ctrl + N gives access to the Hidden 
Parameters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here you will be able to change the Prescan parameters (Binning Prescan, scaling that is 
automatically applied for the preview display, prescan laser reduction). 

 

These changes will be active only during the current session of Metamorph. 

Exiting and starting a new Metamorph session will automatically restore default settings. 

 


